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CAN A MAN BE SAVED WITHOUT THE GOSPEL?

I. ROMANS 1:14-18 says: Saved only by Gospel.
   1. No exceptions!
   2. Burden on US till we teach!

II. ACTS 4:12 says: Saved only in Jesus' name.
   1. Neighbors lost until vividly aware of John 14:6, John 6:68.
   2. No exceptions.

III. ACTS 17:30-31 says: All men everywhere!
   1. What happens to lost negroes of Africa? Never heard? Lost! Lost!
   2. What happens to neighbors who have never heard? Lost! Lost!

IV. MARK 16:15-16. says: All world, every creature!!!!
      (Buried, planted, resurrected, freed, crucified, and made alive.)

INV. DO we believe something outside gospel saves?
If so, what???

If NOT, then what plan to do to get good news to lost souls? Ill. Infidel's sermon.

SINNER FRIEND: No hope till obey gospel. B-R-C-R

ERRING BROTHER: No hope till come home. R-P

New neighbors: Easier to serve God closer to home? If so identify now!